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DJ Remembers When
$25K, Let Alone $15M,
Was a Big Deal
by

REX HOGGARD

ATLANTA — All total Dustin
Johnson made $20.8 million in
winnings and FedExCup bonuses
for the 2019-20 season. To put
that context that’s more than
all but 77 players have made in
their entire PGA Tour careers.
For Johnson the more telling
comparison is the earliest years
of his career just as he was earning his way onto the Tour.
“When I went through all three
stages of [2007] Q-School and
got my Tour card I think they
gave me like a $25,000 check,”
he said following his three-stroke
victory at the Tour Championship
which was worth $15 million. “I
thought I was rich because I didn’t

have but a couple hundred bucks
in my bank account probably.”
In his first start as a Tour
member the following year at
the Sony Open Johnson tied for
10th place.
“It was a hundred grand or
something [$113,000], that was
big, and obviously that was a lot
of money to me,” he said before
adding, “I’m very thankful for
FedEx… but it’s not about the
money for me. It’s more about
the trophy.”
Johnson is currently fifth on
the Tour’s career money list
with $67.5 million in earnings
but that doesn’t include FedExCup bonuses. x
© Golf Channel

Full FedExCup Bonus
Payout, From Dustin
Johnson to No. 150
Dustin Johnson won the Tour
Championship and with it, the
FedExCup title. Part of that victorious haul was a huge chunk of
bonus money. The bonus pool
was $60 million, with the champ
getting 25 percent of that.
1.
T2.
T2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
T8.
T8.
T8.
11.
T12.
T12.
14.
T15.
T15.
17.
T18.
T18.
T20.
T20.
22.
23.
T24.
T24.
T24.
T27.
T27.

Here’s a look at the full payout
of the FedExCup bonus money,
based on finishes from East Lake
Golf Club and where those who
didn’t make the trip stood in the
points standings prior to this
week’s finale.

Dustin Johnson
Justin Thomas
Xander Schauffele
Jon Rahm
Scottie Scheffler
Collin Morikawa
Tyrrell Hatton
Patrick Reed
Rory McIlroy
Sebastian Munoz
Sungjae Im
Harris English
Webb Simpson
Mackenzie Hughes
Daniel Berger
Hideki Matsuyama
Tony Finau
Abraham Ancer
Lanto Griffin
Brendon Todd
Viktor Hovland
Bryson DeChambeau
Kevin Kisner
Cameron Champ
Cameron Smith
Ryan Palmer
Joaquin Niemann
Kevin Na

$15,000,000
$4,500,000
$4,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$1,900,000
$1,300,000
$960,000
$960,000
$960,000
$750,000
$682,500
$682,500
$620,000
$582,500
$582,500
$550,000
$527,500
$527,500
$497,500
$497,500
$478,000
$466,000
$445,333
$445,333
$445,333
$420,000
$420,000
Payout
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Dustin Johnson Cashes In and
Finally Wins the FedEx Cup
by

DOUG FERGUSON

ATLANTA (AP) — Dustin
Johnson only looks like he plays
without a pulse. Beneath his
stoic stare and that swagger as
he walked the fairways of East
Lake were jangled nerves Monday because it meant so much
to him.
The $15 million prize for winning the FedEx Cup? That would
get anyone’s attention, especially someone who thought he was
rich when Johnson cashed his
first tournament check as a PGA
Tour rookie for $113,571.
But there was more.
“The prestige, for sure,” Johnson said after delivering a key
par putt and steady play down
the stretch for a 2-under 68 and
a three-shot victory in the Tour
Championship.
“Being a FedEx Cup chamCashes In

— PAGE 5

Dustin Johnson holds up the FedEx Cup trophy after winning the Tour
Championship golf tournament on Monday, Sept. 7 at Lake Golf Club in
Atlanta. (AP Photo/John Bazemore)

PGA Tour 2020–21 Schedule
Features 50 Events, 6 Majors
by

DOUG FERGUSON

ATLANTA (AP) — Not since
1962 has the PGA Tour had
50 official tournaments in one
season, much less six majors.
“A dream season,” Commissioner Jay Monahan said.
Concluding a season shut
down for three months by the
coronavirus, the tour announced
a 2020-21 schedule Wednesday
that includes two Masters in a
span of five months, two U.S.
Opens on opposite ends of the
country and a tournament in the
Dominican Republic that will be
played twice in the same season.
Schedule

— PAGE 3

Jon Rahm, right, is congratulated by Dustin Johnson on the first playoff
hole during the final round of the BMW Championship golf tournament
at the Olympia Fields Country Club in Olympia Fields, Ill., Sunday, Aug.
30. (AP Photo/Charles Rex Arbogast)

Roundtable: Previewing the 2020–21 Season
It was just a few days ago that
we crowned a FedExCup champion. There’s no rest for the
world’s best, however, especially
in today’s unique circumstances.
After an unprecedented season that was put on hold by a
pandemic, the PGA TOUR embarks on a super-sized campaign
that features 50 events, including
six major championships.
The largest PGA TOUR schedule since 1975 starts Thursday
with the first round of the Safeway Open in Napa, California.
The winner of the 2021 Fe-

Local Holes-In-One on Page 4

dExCup, which will be decided
Sept. 5 at East Lake Golf Club,
will have endured a marathon
march to the PGA TOUR’s ultimate prize.
To prepare you for this monster season, PGATOUR.COM’s
writers convened for a roundtable discussing the season’s hot
topics.
1. Who’s your 2021 FedExCup champion, and why?
Sean Martin: Rory McIlroy.
Now that his first child has safely
arrived, I think McIlroy will have

a banner year. He already has a
good grasp of things, but players
always say that the added perspective that comes with fatherhood helps their game. If that’s
the case, it could be a big year
for McIlroy.
Cameron Morfit: I think we
could be entering the Jon Rahm
era. I liked the way he shrugged
off that mental lapse and onestroke penalty to win the BMW
Championship, and the fact that
he prevailed at two of the most
maddening courses we’ve seen
Roundtable

See Past Holes-In-One at golfweekrochester.com
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News, Notes, Quotes & Anecdotes from the Local Golfing Community

Kirk Stauffer Wins 6th WNYPGA Senior Championship

Howard Hanna • 2x5 • 061520 • JT

Expositor-Ledger Newspapers
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2535 Brighton-Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, NY 14623
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Kirk Stauffer

Chuck Antonuccio

LUXURY CONDOS
ON CANANDAIGUA LAKE

Lake Group

229 Lake St, Penn Yan

NOW SELLING!
Private Balconies
Quartz Countertops / Stainless Steel Appliances
Walk-in Marble Showers
Covered / Reserved Parking
Full Service American Contemporary Restaurant
Lively Bar/Lounge with Waterfront Dining
The complete terms are in an offering plan available from the sponsor. File # CD150046

Personal Tours by Appointment: 315.532.4726

canandaigualakesidecondos.com

Kirk Stauffer, PGA Director
of Golf at Chautauqua Golf
Club, won the WNYPGA Senior
Championship for the 6th time
at Glen Oak Golf Club with a 1
under par score of 71-72-143.
Stauffer won on the second playoff hole against Runners-Up Michael O’Connor, Kahkwa Club
and Steve Barber, Locust Hill
Country Club.
Stauffer, O’Connor, Barber
and Jack Widger from Elkdale
Country Club, advance to the
National PGA Senior Professional Championship in October at
the PGA Golf Club in Port St.
Lucie, Florida.
Chuck Antonuccio, PGA Life
Member, won the Super-Senior
Division (age 60+) with 73-76149. Bobby Hogan from River
Oaks GC was 2nd with 75-75150.
Mike Judy won the Classic
Division (age 70+) with 83. Jim
Brado was 2nd with 87 and last
year’s Champ, Ray Ziats was
3rd with 92. All three are PGA
Life Members. x

WNYPGA Senior Championship
SEP 3 — SEP 4

Senior Media Results
T2 Michael O’Connor. . . . The Kahkwa Club . . . . .  74-69--143 -1
T2 Steve Barber . . . . . . . . Locust Hill CC. . . . . . . .  72-71--143 -1
T4 Jack Widger. . . . . . . . . Elkdale CC. . . . . . . . . .  77-72--149 +5
T4 Tim Fries. . . . . . . . . . . Glen Oak GC . . . . . . . .  75-74--149 +5
T4 Chuck Antonuccio . . . . PGA Life Member. . . . .  73-76--149 +5
7
Bobby Hogan. . . . . . . . River Oaks GC . . . . . . .  75-75--150 +6
8
Jon Hoecker . . . . . . . . Brook-Lea CC. . . . . . . .  74-78--152 +8
T9 David Thompson. . . . . Livingston CC. . . . . . . .  77-77--154 +10
T9 Mark Kirk . . . . . . . . . . Crag Burn GC. . . . . . . .  77-77--154 +10
11 Tom Keenan. . . . . . . . PGA Life Member. . . . .  73-82--155 +11
12 Tom Bolduc. . . . . . . . . Churchville GC. . . . . . .  79-78--157 +13
13 James Edmister . . . . . . GC at Blue Heron Hills .  75-83--158 +14
14 Chip Clover. . . . . . . . . PGA Life Member. . . . .  78-81--159 +15
15 Jeff Kaye. . . . . . . . . . . Livingston CC. . . . . . . .  79-81--160 +16
T16 Debby Murphy . . . . . . . Webster GC . . . . . . . . .  82-81--163 +19
T16 Scott Jenkins . . . . . . . . Lawrence Park GC . . . .  79-84--163 +19
18 Rod Blair. . . . . . . . . . . The Park CC. . . . . . . . .  79-85--164 +20
T19 Steve Latimer. . . . . . . . Genesee Valley GC. . . .  86-79--165 +21
T19 Pat Phillips. . . . . . . . . . Woods To WEdges . . . .  79-86--165 +21
21 Frank LaForce. . . . . . . Crag Burn GC. . . . . . . .  84-82--166 +22
22 Mike Touhey. . . . . . . . Moon Brook CC. . . . . .  82-85--167 +23
23 Joe Bock. . . . . . . . . . . Seneca Hickory Stick GC.90-95--185 +41
Super Senior Media Results
1
Chuck Antonuccio PGA Life Member. . . . . . . . .  73-76--149 +5
2
Bobby Hogan. . . . . . . . River Oaks GC . . . . . . .  75-75--150 +6
T3 David Thompson. . . . . Livingston CC. . . . . . . .  77-77--154 +10
T3 Mark Kirk . . . . . . . . . . Crag Burn GC. . . . . . . .  77-77--154 +10
5
Tom Bolduc. . . . . . . . . Churchville GC. . . . . . .  79-78--157 +13
6
Tony Saccomanno. . . . Crag Burn GC. . . . . . . .  81-78--159 +15
Classic Media Results
1
Mike Judy PGA Life Member. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45-38--83 +11
2
Jim Brado Amherst Audubon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  46-41--87 +15
3
Ray Ziats PGA Life Member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45-47--92 +20

Pittsford’s Jayden Ford
Qualifies for Notah Begay III
Junior National Championship
“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”

VERONA, NY — On Tuesday,
Rochester’s Jayden Ford finished
runner-up in her age Division to
qualify for the inaugural Junior
Golf National Championship
being sponsored by PGA Tour
winner Notah Begay III.
Ford, a Pittsford Junior, was
one of two qualifiers in the
20-player Girls 14-18 year old

Division, posting an even-par 72
for a two-day, 36-hole total of
6-over-par 150 on the Shenandoah Golf Course at the Turning
Stone resort in Verona, NY. The
event served as a Regional Qualifier for the first-year Notah Begay
III Junior Golf National Championship being held in Kinder,
Mulligans
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Navigating the Golf Course
With a Strong Mental Approach
Will Help Lower Your Scores

Hideki Matsuyama ponders a
shot on the eighth hole during
the second round of the AT&T
Byron Nelson May 10, 2019.
(Stuart Franklin/Getty Images)

One of the biggest challenges
in the game of golf is acknowledging and navigating the obstacles of a golf course.
A golfer can spend all the time
in the world on the range, but a
strong mental approach during
a round is just as important as a
strong swing.
PGA Coach Brian Phelps
shared his thoughts on a misconception many amateur golfers
have about the game of golf and
explained why how a change

A World Record Is Tied as Pro
Golfer Shoots 55 in Oklahoma

in thinking may just help them
lower their scores.
So many times I talk to my
golfers about their round and
they always want to blame a
bad score on swinging the club
poorly. It is only my seasoned
veterans that can blame a bad
score on a poor mental process.
If you are trying to hit a 3
wood uphill, into the wind, over
water, out of the rough, and you
hit it in the water, the swing was
not the problem. The normal
player at the club needs to realize that you can’t always blame a
bad round on swinging poorly. A
lot of the time it's because their
mental processes broke down
and they hit the wrong shot for
the situation they were in.
Understanding how to navigate the course is even more
important than having a good
swing. If you are struggling
with this, go visit your local
PGA Professional and request
an on-course lesson. –PGA
Coach Brian Phelps x
© PGA.com

Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)

It starts Sept. 10 in Napa,
California. It ends Sept. 4 in
Atlanta.
And those 50 events offering
official money do not include
the Olympics, which were postponed until 2021 in Tokyo and
will be held two weeks after the
British Open and the week before a World Golf Championship.
None of this would have happened if not for golf going dark
from March 13 until June 11
when the COVID-19 pandemic
shut down sports around the world
and led to three tournaments —
including the Masters and the U.S.
Open — being rescheduled in the
fall after the FedEx Cup season
ends.
The other was a tournament
in the Dominican Republic. It
originally was canceled, and then
rescheduled until Sept. 24-27,
the same weekend of the Ryder
Cup, which subsequently was
postponed.
The Corales Puntacana Resort
& Club Championship then will
return to its regular spot on the
schedule in March, opposite the
Dell Technologies Match Play. It
will offer full FedEx Cup points
— and presumably an invitation
to the Masters to the winner — in
September, and then reduced
points and no Masters Invitation
available in March.
Monahan also said the Bermuda Championship that ends Nov.
1 also will receive full FedEx Cup
points because it is no longer
the same week as the World
Golf Championship in Shanghai,
which was canceled this year.
“If you’re a golf fan, this is a
dream season with more signif-

(@gabegudgel)

icant events than ever before,
including the Olympic Games,”
Monahan said. “What more can
you ask for?”
Because of the pandemic, this
season lost 13 tournaments (one
was replaced by a temporary
event at Muirfield Village).
The new season will have 12
events in the fall — the U.S. Open
is Sept. 17-20 at Winged Foot and
the Masters is Nov. 12-15 — and
then resume Jan. 7 at Kapalua
for the Sentry Tournament of
Champions. Because so many
tournaments were lost, the 30
players who reached the Tour
Championship will be eligible for
the winners-only field at Kapalua.
The U.S. Open will be at Torrey Pines next year, while the
PGA Championship is at Kiawah
Island. The British Open is at
Royal St. George’s in England,
where it was scheduled to be in
2020 until it was canceled.
Still to be determined is when
tournaments will allow spectators. Monahan said the Dominican Republic event in late
September will have a pro-am.
Monahan said all amateurs will
be tested at tournaments that
have pro-ams.
“When we feel like it’s safe to
return fans out here, that’s when
fans will return,” he said. “We
owe that to them, to make sure
that we’re supported locally in
every market we play in.”
The 1962 schedule was seven
years before the PGA Tour broke
away from the PGA of America.
That season began Jan. 8 with
the Los Angeles Open — the pro
debut of Jack Nicklaus — and
ended Dec. 9 with the Coral
Gables Open Invitational. x

by

BRENTLEY ROMINE

Alexander Hughes is officially
in the record book — the record
book.
Hughes, a professional golfer
who last year graduated from
Central Oklahoma, tied the
Guinness World Record for lowest 18-hole score, firing a 16under 55 last Thursday at South
Lakes Golf Course in Jenks,
Oklahoma.
Hughes’ 55 ties the world record first set by Australia’s Rhein
Gibson, a current Korn Ferry
Tour member who shot 55 back
in 2012. Coincidentally, Gibson,
who at the time played colle-

giately for Oklahoma Christian,
also recorded the record number
in Oklahoma, at River Oaks Golf
Club in Edmond.
According to the official scorecard posted on Twitter, Hughes
began his scoring barrage with
a hole-in-one on the 155-yard,
par-3 second hole. He followed
with five straight birdies, at Nos.
4-8, before capping a front-nine
26 with an eagle at the 539yard, par-5 ninth hole, where he
rolled in a 25-foot putt.
“I knew it was pretty special
after the eagle on nine,” Hughes
told amateurgolf.com. “… From
there I was just like, ‘Alright, I

guess keep going lower, keep
doing the same thing.’ I just kept
the ball rolling.”
Hughes birdied Nos. 10 and
12 and in between survived a
scare on the par-4 11th hole,
where his drive nearly landed
out of bounds. Hughes, who
plays right-handed, told amateurgolf.com that with his ball
next to a fence, he had to flip
a 9-iron over and play the shot
left-handed. He was able to sink
a 20-footer for par to keep the
momentum going.
He added a 35-foot make for
eagle at the par-5 15th and closed
his round with three straight birdies for what was easily the round
of his life. He nearly had a 54,
too, as his eagle chip at the par-5
finishing hole nearly dropped.
Per amateurgolf.com, Hughes
was playing 6,413-yard South
Lakes with a junior golfer, who
was set to compete in a junior
event there two days later, and
two random golfers. He has
played in three All-Pro Golf Tour
mini-tour events this year, missing the cut in each of them.
Maybe his record 55 will be
the confidence boost he needs.
“To do that on any golf course
and record that score, it’s just
pretty mind blowing,” Hughes
told Golf.com. “It gives you a lot
of confidence. It gives me a lot of
confidence. I always had that belief
that I could maybe pursue golf as a
career. Golf is such a mental game
— you fight yourself all the time
thinking if you can do it or if you
can’t do it. Pretty much what this
does is it’s just a positive boost
that i can do it.
“It’s remarkable to be on such
a short list of people who have
shot in the mid- to upper-50s. It’s
incredible. I’m just blessed to be
able to shoot a score like that and
be a part of history in some sort
of way. It’s very humbling.” x
© Golf Channel
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SAFE CARE IS
RIGHT HERE.
The Rochester
Regional Health
Spine & Pain Center
We’ve always taken pride
in bringing together the
brightest minds with the
latest technologies to deliver
safe, quality, spine and pain
care to our patients. We’ve
sought out new ways to help
our patients heal, and we’ve
changed the way people
think about spine care and
pain management.

Local Holes-In-One

See More Online at GolfWeekrochester.com
Marty Martelli scored a Hole-in-One on Hole #17 at Deerfield Country Club for 135 Yards, using a
5-iron.
Jim Popowych scored a Hole-in-One on Hole #7 at Arrowhead Golf Club, for 114 yards, using a
5-iron.
Brooks Amerose aced the eleventh hole for 140 yards, using a 9-iron, at Arrowhead Golf Club.
At Lima Country Club’s Charleston Pines Course, Pablo Barcelo used a driver to score a hole-in-one
on the 155-yard fourth hole.
Charles Bound aced the 180-yard 14th hole at Ontario Country Club.
On the 147-yard fifth hole of Oak Hill Country Club’s East Course, Jeff Dzwonkowski used an 8-iron
to score a hole-in-one.
Using a 6-iron, Bob Eden aced the 160-yard eighth hole at Penfield Country Club.
At Eagle Vale Golf Club, Matt Layton used a 7-iron to score a hole-in-one on the 165-yard fifth hole.
Mike Mooney used a 7-iron to ace the 163-yard ninth hole at Livingston Country Club.
On the 168-yard 16th hole at Caledonia Country Club, Chris Pecora used a 7-iron to score a holein-one.
Using a 6-iron, Pete Phillips aced the new 175-yard third hole on Oak Hill Country Club’s East Course.
At Wild Wood Country Club, Joe Ramirez used an 8-iron to score a hole-in-one on the 143-yard
eighth hole.
Evan Stanley used a driver to ace the 120-yard fourth hole at Winding Creek Golf Course.

Mulligans

Louisiana in November.
Finishing first in the Girls
14-18 year old Division was
Emma Shen of Demarest, New
Jersey. Shen earned the first
qualifying position for the Junior
Golf National Championship in
her Division by posting scores of
74-70 for an even-par 144 total.
The two-day, 36-hole qualifier
Gain control of your pain today
at
Turning Stone included comVisit rochesterregional.org/spine
petition in four age Divisions:
585.723.7705
Boys 13 and Under and Boys 1418, as well as Girls 13 and Under
and Girls 14-18. The
Turning
Eggland’s Best • 3x5 • 101419 • JT
fax: 759-8687
Stone Qualifier attracted 106
Expositor-Ledger Newspapers
registrations from junior golfers
in all age categories, from all over
New York State, as well as Penn2535 Brighton-Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, NY 14623
sylvania, New Jersey, Massachu(585) 427-2468 • FAX (585) 427-8521
setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New Hampshire, Virginia and
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Ford, along with the other
top finishers in each Division at
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And we’re still here.
Providing the same
individualized, leading-edge
back, neck, and spine care
you deserve. Because even
in uncertain times, some
things are what you expect.
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No other egg provides 10 times more Vitamin E, 6 times more Vitamin D,
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Pittsford Junior Jayden Ford celebrates after qualifying for the Notah
Begay III Junior Golf National Championship at Turning Stone Resort in
Verona, NY on Tuesday.

Turning Stone, will all advance
to the 2020 Notah Begay III
Junior Golf National Champi-

onship, scheduled for November 15-17 at Koasati Pines in
Kinder, Louisiana. x

2020 Notah Begay III Junior Golf
National Championship Qualifier at
Turning Stone: Qualifiers and Alternates
Girls 14-18 Division Qualifiers:
1) Emma Shen
Demarest, NJ
2) Jayden Ford
Rochester, NY
Alternates — In Order (2)
T3) Kyleen McCance
Hanover Township, PA
T3) Sofia Nogalo
Irvington, NY
Girls 13 & Under Division Qualifier:
1) Kennedy Swedick
Albany, NY
Alternates — In Order (2))
2) Angelina Kim
Tenafly, NJ
3) Lily Zhang
Williamsville, NY
Boys 14-18 Division Qualifiers:
1) Matthew Doyle
Madison, CT
2) Joey Lenane
Dedham, MA
Alternates — In Order (2)
3) Shawn Colella
Marcellus, NY
4) Nick Lyons
Albany, NY
Boys 13 & Under Division Qualifiers:
1) Reed Krosse
York, PA
2) Kieran Cummins
Loudonville, NY
Alternates — In Order (2)
3) Duff Mckay
Dallas, TX
T4) Gunther Guleserian
Westwood, MA

74-70--144
78-72--150
79-74--153
78-75--153
72-77--149
80-76--156
87-73--160
70-69--139
73-72--145
75-74--149
72-78--150
68-71--139
70-70--140
72-72--144
74-71--145

Rochester Golf Week • The Jewish Ledger
2535 Brighton-Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, NY 14623
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Jon Rahm chips to the green on the fourth hole during the final round.
(AP Photo/John Bazemore)

Xander Schauffele lines up a putt
on the second hole during the final
round. (AP Photo/John Bazemore)

Justin Thomas hits from the fairway on the eighth hole during the
final round. (AP Photo/John Bazemore)

(Continued from Page 1)

None were bigger than the 20foot par putt on the 13th hole to
keep his lead at three shots, the
5-iron safely on the green on the
toughest hole at East Lake, another 5-iron over the water on the
par-3 15th — the one hole where
big numbers lurk — and a wedge
out of a deep bunker and onto
the green at the 16th.
“This is a tough golf course.
No lead is safe,” Johnson said.
“The guys gave me a good fight
today.”
Johnson became the first No.
1 seed at the Tour Championship to win the FedEx Cup
since Tiger Woods in 2009.
Now he has his name etched on
the silver trophy alongside some
of the best from his generation,
starting with Woods and most
recently Rory McIlroy, with Hall
of Famers, major champions
and former world No. 1 players
in between.
Schauffele, who tends to bring
his best golf to big moments, cut
the lead to two shots when both
had to scramble for par on the
13th. Schauffele missed his par
putt from 25 feet, and Johnson
rammed his in.
“He’s here to win the tournament,” said Schauffele, who
closed with a 66 and had the

pion is something that I really wanted to do. I wanted to
hold that trophy at the end of
the day,” Johnson said. “It was
something that I wanted to accomplish during my career.”
He did it by hitting his stride at
just the right time.
He won two of the three
FedEx Cup postseason events
and lost in a playoff by a 65foot putt in the other. It all came
down to the final day of the final
event, and even with a five-shot
lead, it was never easy.
Xander Schauffele and Justin
Thomas each got within three
shots on the front nine. They
each got within two shots of
Johnson with two holes to play.
He never let them catch them,
and his only birdie of the back
nine on the final hole gave him
his third victory since June and
the 23rd of his PGA Tour career.
“It’s a very tough trophy to
win,” Johnson said. “I controlled
my own destiny, but I still had to
go out and play well. I had a lot
of great players right behind me.
It got close at the end. I knew
it was going to come down the
stretch and I’d have to hit some
golf shots.”

lowest 72-hole score of the tournament at 265. “He made that
putt. I didn’t. That was a pinnacle moment.”
Thomas made bogey from a
wild tee shot to the right on the
17th. Schauffele also had to
scramble on the 17th, escaping
with par after a tee shot into the
bunker. And on the par-5 18th,
Johnson unleashed a drive that
started left along the pine trees
and faded gently toward the middle of the fairway.
That set up a birdie from the
front bunker, a hug with brother
Austin, his caddie, and a trophy
he long wanted.
Johnson was staked to a fiveshot lead at 19-under par — 9
under on his own score and
starting the tournament at 10
under as the No. 1 seed in the
FedEx Cup. He finished at 21
under.
Schauffele and Thomas tied
for second, each earning $4.5
million.
Jon Rahm, the No. 2 seed,
closed with a 66 to finish fourth
and earn $3 million. Scottie
Scheffler, who a year ago was
getting ready to start his rookie
year, had a 66-65 finish and was
fifth for a $2.5 million payoff.
And so wrapped up the
strangest season on the PGA
Tour, which doesn’t feel like the
end at all except for the $15
million awarded to Johnson,
$14 million now and $1 million
deferred.
The new season starts Thursday. Two majors are still to be
played.
Golf was shut down for three
months and when it restarted,
Johnson was No. 111 in the
FedEx Cup. He won the Travelers Championship. He followed
with a pair of 80s in the Memorial and then a 78 at the 3M Open
in Minnesota before he withdrew
because he wasn’t feeling quite
right.
Since then, he looks like the
biggest talent in golf.
“I played with him at the
Memorial, and I’ve never seen
him as lost, anywhere remotely
close to that lost,” Thomas said.
“He was putting so bad and
playing so bad. But he never
gave up. He was just trying to
find it out there and he couldn’t
find it again the next week, and
then next thing you know, two
months later he’s the FedEx Cup
champion.
“I think that’s all you need to
know about golf right there.”
In four straight tournaments
against the best fields, he had
the 54-hole three times and was
tied in the other. He converted
one into an 11-shot win. He lost
to a 65 by Collin Morikawa at
the PGA Championship and to
a 65-foot putt by Rahm at the
BMW Championship.
He badly wanted the last one,
and even staked to a five-shot
lead to par at East Lake, it was
never easy.
It rarely is for Johnson.
But he’s back on top at No.
1 and with a trophy he badly
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back top-10s at the Masters,
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of the landscape yet to be clear radar, and I think we haven’t pick up two Irish Opens on links
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true. It would be easy to sug- built for biggest stages at the ma- at one of the two Masters and
gest McIlroy (good choice Sean), jor-esque BMW Championship the U.S. Open at Torrey Pines,
Rahm (no arguments Cam), Jus- (T10) and was also T19 at the the site of his first PGA TOUR
tin Thomas or Dustin Johnson PGA Championship.
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4. More likely to win another major: Rory, DJ or
Brooks?
Sean Martin: Rory has two
shots at the career Grand Slam
and the PGA is returning to
Kiawah, where he won by eight.
But I’m going to vote DJ. At 36,
and with length to spare, he still
has plenty of good years ahead
of him.
Cameron Morfit: Ordinarily
I’d say Brooks, but I don’t really
know about the status of his
knee/hip, and he had a dud of
a season. DJ has his own issues,
and has dealt with a bit of bad
luck, besides. I guess I’d go with
Rory.

“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”

Ben Everill: All three will win
another one at least, but first I’ll
go with the new dad, Rory. He
will ride the rollercoaster but appears to me as the type of guy
who will turn perspective into
performance.
5. What does Collin Morikawa do for an encore?
Sean Martin: Adjusting to
life as a major champion can be
difficult but he has a good head
on his shoulders. He’s obviously
capable of more, but I think following his breakout season with
even just one win can be considered a success. Winning multiple
times in a year isn’t a guarantee
even for the best players. For
perspective, consider that 2020
was the first multiple-win season
of Jon Rahm’s career.
Cameron Morfit: I’m thinking two wins, minimum. He’s
that good.
Ben Everill: Depends on how
long we play without on-site
spectators. In the current climate
I’m with Cam, he probably wins
at least once. If the fans are
back, I want to see him down the
stretch of the big events trying to
adjust to that norm. He will figure it out, of course, but it might
take a minute.
6. Which first-time TOUR
Championship qualifier has
the best chance of returning
in 2021?
Sean Martin: Morikawa is
the obvious answer, but among
players who have played multiple seasons on TOUR, I’m going
to pick Cameron Champ. The
long hitter displayed increased
consistency this season thanks
to improvement with his scoring clubs. Distance is always an
advantage and it doesn’t waver
week-to-week. Improving his
short-iron play will allow him to
take advantage of his prodigious
length.
Cameron Morfit: I’ll go with
Scottie Scheffler. He seems pretty unphased, and to shoot 59
like that was impressive. The
only surprise is that he hasn’t
won yet.
Ben Everill: Joaquin Niemann. While I think he will continue to be a little streaky in his
youth, I think his talent will see
him win again and as such be in
great shape for a return to East
Lake. Viktor Hovland will be
back also.
7. Who is most likely to win
his first event in 2020?
Sean Martin: Scottie Scheffler seems to be the easy answer.
Cameron Morfit: Yeah, I
think Scheffler.
Ben Everill: Abraham Ancer.
Surely any day now.
8. Where is Tiger most likely
to get No. 83?
Sean Martin: Next to Augusta National, Torrey Pines might
be the course that has been most
important to his legacy. Setting
the PGA TOUR wins record by
winning another U.S. Open at

Torrey Pines would be storybook
stuff. Perhaps instead of holding
off a grizzled veteran like Rocco
Mediate in a playoff, he will beat
back a young up-and-comer like
Morikawa.
Cameron Morfit: Sherwood
Country Club, the fill-in host of
THE ZOZO CHAMPIONSHIP
@ SHERWOOD. When the
Hero World Challenge was held
there, from 2000 to 2013, Tiger
finished first (five times) or second (five times) in 10 of 12
starts. That’s enough for me.
Ben Everill: Can’t fault both
answers above, although the
U.S. Open setup might prove
tough for an aging Woods. I’ll
plump for Augusta since we play
there twice inside six months.
9. Does Phil Mickelson have
another PGA TOUR win in
him?
Sean Martin: I have to be
honest, I don’t think he does.
He has the swing speed, but he
appears to struggle with keeping
his energy and focus at high levels for 72 holes.
Cameron Morfit: Fred Funk
and Craig Stadler each won on
TOUR after they turned 50, and
each of them had won on PGA
TOUR Champions when they
did it. Mickelson is obviously in
a different class. He’ll definitely
win again.
Ben Everill: Yes, if he varies his schedule a little. No,
if he only plays limited times
against stacked fields. I can see
Mickelson winning the season
opener at Safeway if his mind
hasn’t moved ahead a week,
and I guess contrary to my above
statement places like Riviera and
Pebble Beach will always offer
Phil a chance to thrill again.
10. Woods, Day, Scott,
Cantlay, Wolff, Woodland,
Watson, Casey, Rose, Mickelson, Spieth, all missed
the TOUR Championship.
Which player who missed
East Lake will return with a
vengeance?
Sean Martin: I think Adam
Scott. Class is permanent and he
would have made East Lake if he
had played more. His truncated
schedule was caused by the pandemic, so I think a full schedule
will be enough for him to return
to the TOUR Championship.
Cameron Morfit: I’ve got
to go with Jason Day. Although
it was too little, too late, he
seemed to find something toward the tail end of this season.
If he carries whatever that was
into the coming season, watch
out.
Ben Everill: THUD! That
was the sound of me hitting the
floor after hearing two Aussies
come out of the guys above! Of
course, I agree both will return!
As stated above, Day has the
benefit of a major schedule that
fits his game, so if he’s healthy
and switched on he will not only
return to East Lake, he’ll be
there to win it. x
© PGATOUR.COM
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PGA Facebook Debates – Blade or Mallet Putter?
Golfers in the 16th century
referred to the putter as a “putting cleek.”
Bobby Jones won 13 major
championships with a putter
so famous that it had a name,
Calamity Jane.
And Tiger Woods has sported
his infamous Scotty Cameron for
the majority of his career.
The relationship to your putter
is pivotal to posting lower scores,
so it’s important to be comfortable with the short stick in your
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hand. No matter how far you hit
the ball off the tee box or how
accurate you are with your irons,
the putter is just an important
role in your game. It doesn’t
matter if you can reach that par
5 in two if you’re just going to
turn around and three-putt.
There are plenty of options on
the market for golfers to choose
from, but we wanted to find out
what golfers preferred — The
Blade or the Mallet? So we went
to our Facebook community and

got their opinion on the matter.
Jim Tompkins is paying attention and smartly shared: “Whatever Dustin Johnson is using!”
Drew Klco said: “Scotty 55w
mallet. I would like to put a blade
into the mix. Always liked the
look.”
Garrett Quinlan said: “I’ll
never go back to a blade. I’ve got
the Scotty Futura Adam Scott
won the Masters with.”
Kevin Ziegler said: “I like my
blade so much, I can’t switch. I

(Continued from Page 1)
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Justin Rose
Tommy Fleetwood
Emiliano Grillo
Rickie Fowler
Matt Jones
Nate Lashley
Kyoung-Hoon Lee
Scott Harrington
Keegan Bradley
Matthew NeSmith
Ryan Armour
Scott Piercy
Ryan Moore
Brooks Koepka
Zach Johnson
Brandt Snedeker
Jordan Spieth
Sam Ryder
Adam Schenk
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Sam Burns
Keith Mitchell
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Scott Brown
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Beau Hossler
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Luke List
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Hank Lebioda
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just hope I’m not wrong…”
Roy Hollick said: “Been a
blade player for 20 years and
just changed to an Odyssey Trip
Track Ten Putter, face balance
34”.”
Justin Russell said: “Mallet…
Odyssey… 10 years and still
making a lot of putts…”
Dan Olson said: “Recently
switched to a mallet and couldn’t
be happier with results. Harder
than blades on distance control
but easier to keep on line from
15 in.”
If you’re looking to upgrade
2x3 • 2x3 • 053112 • DS
HOUSE
the putter in your bag, check out
the PGA Golf Value Guide.
The PGA Value Guide is a

simple, efficient on-line interface
designed to lead users to the
specific golf club and golf club
values they are seeking as easily
and quickly as possible. Users
are first prompted to select a
golf club brand, either from the
shortlist of direct links provided
at the top of the homepage of
top tier manufacturers including
Adams, Ben Hogan, Callaway,
Cleveland, Cobra, Mizuno, Nike,
Odyssey, Ping, TaylorMade, Titleist and Wilson, OR from the
anchor link below containing
an expansive list of all golf club
manufacturer brands represented in the PGA Value Guide. x
© PGA.com
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Whether you want to boost
the beauty of your home for
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E

that a roof replacement can
have a return-on-investment of
over 60 percent.
Composite roofing is particularly durable, long-lasting and
low-maintenance, and an allaround smart investment. Not
only does a high-quality roof
help home-sellers get foot traffic, but the low-maintenance
aspect really resonates with
house-hunters. An attractive,
more affordable alternative to
the real thing, the composite
slate and shake roofing options
available from manufacturers
like DaVinci Roofscapes, for
example, reduce pesky maintenance concerns, offering impact-, fire- and wind-resistance,
as well as the peace of mind
that comes with a strong warranty.
This is also a good choice for
both those with a clear color
palette in mind, and those who
might need some direction, as
free resources on the DaVinci
Roofscapes site include a Color
Visualizer offering users the
ability to see how different colors may look on their home
exteriors, as well as a variety
of free e-books with project inspiration and advice. To learn
more, visit www.davinciroofscapes.com.
“Using these free color tools
can be both fun and empowering,” says Smith. “They take
the guesswork out of crafting a
pleasing exterior color palette
for the home and help create
increased curb appeal.”

Siding
If your home sports traditional siding, you may have noticed that the tiles contract and
expand in fluctuating weather
conditions and temperatures.
What’s more, the color of these
often-times thin and flimsy materials can fade quickly.
Rather than replacing siding
with more of the same, consider composite siding built to
resist impact, fire, mold, algae,
insects, salt air and high winds.
The hand-split shake siding
available from DaVinci Roofscapes is made of virgin resins,
UV and thermal stabilizers, plus
a highly-specialized fire retardant. Whether you add accent
panels with composite siding
or go for the whole house, this
can add a hassle-free aesthetic
benefit to your home and boost
its value.

Walkways
Cracked or uneven walkways
and steps are not only an eyesore, they can present a tripping
hazard to you and guests. Evaluate whether it’s time to give
yours an overhaul. Be sure to
select low-maintenance materials that complement the look
of the other elements of your
exterior. This is a good time
to consider lighting that adds
drama to the walkway at night
and makes for safer walking.
Sprucing up? Go for high-impact projects that boost curb
appeal and add value to the
home. H –StatePoint
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round greenery can spruce up
your space throughout the year
and potted plants can be an
easy way to add variety to your
outdoor space. Place a few pots
at the corners of your deck or
patio to create borders and
swap out with seasonal plants —
pansies and crocuses in spring,
daisies in summer and mums in
autumn — for a changing color
palette.
It’s a bright idea to illuminate your space. One of the
easiest ways to make your
backyard more accessible
year-round is making sure you
can see at night. For a super
bright bulb that can turn a
dark backyard into a well-lit
area, consider the SYLVANIA
ULTRA LED Night Chaser,
available at Lowe’s, Menards
and Amazon. It delivers 2,400
lumens far and wide, excellent
for hosting late-night summer
basketball games, a twilight
Halloween party, winter snowman making or hockey on a
backyard rink. Another benefit
is that you’ll likely have to go
up the ladder only once to install it since the bulb can last
over 22 years. H –NAPS

While lighting is an essential of the home as well as offers a
functionality and beauty.
• Decorative lighting should be
piece of new home design; it’s finishing touch.”
often selected and installed at
installed closer to eye level
Be sure to discuss the lighting
the end of the building process. plan during your design phase.
than functional recessed lightWhat’s more, statement-mak- Once the build has started, it
ing and reinforce the home’s
ing decorative lighting is often may be more expensive to make
unique design. As the single
not part of the initial design changes. When talking lighting
focal point for each living
at all.
area, decorative fixtures dewith her clients, Stromatt em“Many builders today are opt- phasizes these key points:
fine a space, which is espeing for only recessed lighting in • Layer a combination of task
cially crucial in open floor
new home builds. Not only does
lighting with decorative lightplans.
this provide inadequate light, it
ing. A properly layered light- • Avoid installing recessed
creates a sterile look,” says Jening scheme creates comfort,
(Lighting — Page 14
nifer Kis, director of marketing
communications for Progress
Lighting. “It’s important to consider decorative lighting in the
initial budget to highlight all the
other accents and purposeful
design in your home.”
The good news is that today,
there are luxury lighting options that suit any budget and
lifestyle trend. For example,
Progress Lighting offers the
Point Dume Collection created
by influential interior designer,
Jeffrey Alan Marks. Inspired by
the California coastline, fixtures
in this fashion-forward collection highlight artistic influence
and rich finishes. Progress also
offers the Design Series, which
offers sophistication at accessiOutdoor
Lighting
Perspectives
• 3x20p3 • 072716 • SH
Email: rochester@outdoorlights.com
ble
prices,
along
with hundreds
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RESIN • TEAK • WROUGHT IRON & MUCH MORE

Here’s cool news: You can
create an outdoor area that you,
your family and friends can
spend time in at just about any
time of year. Get your yard ready
with these four tips and you can
defy the changing seasons.
For a warm welcome, build a
fire pit or fireplace. A fire pit or
fireplace can be a beautiful focal
point in any yard and you can
take advantage of its warmth
and glow throughout the year.
Set up your space with benches
that double as storage and have
blankets ready for guests as the
weather gets cooler.
Create a private oasis. Creating a wall using a decorative
fence, a divider of shrubs, or
a structural enclosure not only
provides a sense of privacy,
it’s a great way to block chilly
winds in the winter and offer
shade in the summer. Take advantage of natural shade from
nearby trees or bring in an umbrella depending on your space.
This will make for a sense of
coziness and comfort.
Visitors will be green with
envy when you decorate with
potted plants and evergreens.
Shrubs and bushes with year-

Building a Home? What to Ask
Your Builder About Lighting

ROCHESTER’S PREMIER PATIO SHOWROOM

Tips For Enjoying Your
Backyard Year-Round

Rochester Golf Week • The Jewish Ledger

ImpoRTanT…

Seeing is believing.
Free Design Consultation

The Night Is Ours™

Call 585-349-7654
Visit rochester.outdoorlights.com
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Forward-Thinking Yard Projects to Tackle
as the Weather Cools Off This Fall
The temperature may not Look for brown, tan or white lightweight and reduce noise
have dropped just yet, but patches on your lawn, as this while eliminating emissions,
make no mistake, fall is com- can be a sign of mold growth. and because they’re battery
ing. Soon enough, baseball Apply a lawn fungicide to halt powered, you don’t have to
will give way to football, green this growth and an organic fer- bother with mixing gas and oil.
Seed and sod. If you do noleaves will turn yellow and red tilizer to stop its spread and
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up is the perfect time to give fect water flow for every job
& LANDSCAPE DESIGN
your home a reset by spraying — and the on board LED display
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
down your siding, decks, and guides you to the best job for
patios. Greenworks 2200 PSI each nozzle, letting you clean
Electric Pressure Washer is an your home in a smart, efficient
environmentally friendly gas-al- way.
ternative solution with five nozA hole in the ground supports
zles that allow you to adjust the future growth. Fall is arguably
tool’s water pressure based on the best time of year to aerate

IMPORTANT…

Mileage Master • 3x3.3 • 010820 • JT

your yard, allowing water, oxygen and fertilizer to more easily
reach the root structure of your
grass. Self-propelled aerators
are relatively inexpensive, and
you can also rent one if you
plan to make this a once-a-year
chore. Whatever you decide,
tackling this chore now will
allow your lawn to grow back
thicker and fuller next year
when it will be time to start
thinking about spring lawn care
once again. H –BPT

Fax: 586-0509 / Email: Peathroc@aol.com
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MILEAGE MASTER
“We ARE the GRILL MASTERS”
LP GAS • PARTS • SERVICE
Tue-Fri 9-5; Sat 9-4
2488 Browncroft Blvd. 586-1870
We have a great selection of charcoal &
wood chips… hickory, mesquite, apple,
cherry, pecan, and Jack Daniels
“The man who stops advertising to save money is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”

GRILLING SEASON NEVER ENDS
& WE ARE OPEN ALL YEAR!

Weber parts in stock – grates, burners, ignitors...

Rochester’s Largest
Selection of Weber Grills
and Accessories!

boost your home’s resale value.
What’s more, certain landscape
choices may last longer and
can even potentially protect the
structure of your home.
Make the smart and environmentally conscious choice
of sticking with native species,
which are more likely to thrive
and grow a strong root foundation, helping protect your property in the event of flooding.
Select fire-resistant plants that
can also act as buffers during
high winds.

Durable Windows
Today’s high-performance
window options can dramatically improve your home’s energy efficiency, provide better
sound-proofing and weather
resistance, and offer tilt-in capabilities for easier cleaning
and maintenance. Some manufacturers offer customization
options with regards to grille
patterns, window shape, interior and exterior frame colors
and glass types, making it easy
to find options that complement your home’s style while
providing performance features

you value.
This season, make smart
home upgrades that offer you
both greater curb appeal and
greater peace of mind.

A Complete Roofing System
You don’t have to wait for
leaks to appear before you consider a new roof. Missing, damaged or curling shingles are not
only an eyesore; they can also
be signs of leaks to come. The
age of your roof itself can be a
guide as to when it’s time to
consider an upgrade — homeowner’s insurance companies
generally assume an asphalt
shingle roof will last about 20
years.
When it comes to beauty and
performance, a new roof can
be one of the best investments
you make for your home, that
is if you select durable products that will protect your family for years to come. Homeowners should know that they
don’t have to sacrifice style
for strength and durability.
For example, new Timberline
HDZ shingles from GAF, North
(Exterior Projects — Page 13)
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A Better Bathroom

Homeowners tackling interior
upgrades often focus their attention on two of the most-used
rooms the in the house: the
kitchen and bathroom. Tailoring
these rooms to your personal
preferences may enhance your
enjoyment of the space, but
most experts recommend thinking long term for the biggest
return on your investment.
If a kitchen or bathroom renovation is in your future, take a
holistic approach that considers
how the space will be used now
and in the future.

Kitchen Considerations
As the hub of activity for
many households, the kitchen
is a space that commands efficient, functional design. Aside
from the practical issue of losing access to the space while
it's under construction, there's
another important challenge for
homeowners to consider when
tackling a kitchen remodel: for
maximum return on your investment, avoid making choices
that are too trendy or personal.
Design trends come and go,
so while a contemporary update is almost always a good
idea, many design experts recommend sticking with classic
looks and styles that have broad
appeal, especially for big ticket
(and big price tag) elements
like cabinetry. Save your flair
for aspects like the backsplash
tile or wall color, which can be
relatively easily changed by a

new owner or even yourself
when you want a refresh down
the road.
Another area to give special
attention is the overall ambiance
of the room, which is largely
influenced by the light from
natural and electric sources. For
a room that needs brightening,
skylights are a smart option because they free up wall space for
more storage and cabinets while
adding abundant natural light.
However, natural light from
above isn't the only advantage
of adding skylights. Some models, such as a Velux solar-powered, fresh-air skylight, can be
opened with a remote control
to bring fresh air inside, which
helps keep the kitchen fresh
and rids indoor air of pollutants
from daily activities like cooking and cleaning.
Skylights can be ordered with
light-filtering or room-darkening
blinds, which give homeowners
maximum control over the exact
amount of light they want. Plus,
solar-powered blinds come in
over 75 colors and patterns for
customizable design options
that allow you to truly make the
space your own.
Be sure to ask whether the
line you're considering qualifies for a federal tax credit.
Solar-powered skylights and
blinds are eligible for a 26% federal tax credit on product and
installation if purchased and installed by the end of 2020. The
credit decreases to 22% in 2021.

In the bathroom, modern upgrades are also a smart investment. However, many experts
actually recommend thinking
not just about what's in vogue
right now but considering needs
far into the future.
Universal design is especially relevant in the bathroom,
where simple adjustments can
provide added accessibility as
you age, and these updates can
flow seamlessly into the design.
This means considering a vanity with a raised counter height
and a taller toilet base, which
can add stylish enjoyment no
matter your age. Other features
like a zero-entry shower deliver
high-demand design and safety
simultaneously.
Outside of accessibility-oriented updates, upgrading your
fixtures, fresh paint and contemporary tile can go a long
way toward transforming a
bathroom. If you find your
space is still in need of a boost,
a skylight may be the answer.
Natural light can be that last
touch to bring your space from
just OK to perfect, and skylights in the bathroom allow
homeowners to maximize their
natural light without losing any
privacy.
In a space like the bathroom,
where ventilation is a top concern, a choice like Velux No
Leak Solar-Powered "Fresh Air"
Skylights provide natural light
as well as fresh air ventilation to
make the environment healthier. They help rid indoor air of
bacteria, volatile organic compounds and carbon dioxide.
Explore more design ideas
to enhance your kitchen and
bathroom spaces at whyskylights.com.

Smart Climate Control
Fresh air ventilation is one
way homeowners can promote
better indoor air quality, especially in rooms like kitchens
and bathrooms which are especially vulnerable to poor air
circulation.
A smartphone-controlled skylight automation system such
as Velux Active with Netatmo
can help improve indoor climate from the convenience of
your mobile device. It allows
homeowners to automate when
they open and close their skylights and blinds. The system
monitors an online weather
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More Beauty, Less Beast in Your Lawn and Garden
A tale as old as time, true
as it can be ... insects, weeds
and poor fertilization are the
beasts that take away from the
beauty of plants and flowers in
our lawns, gardens and even
homes. To maintain a home
and landscape your neighbors
envy, interiors and exteriors
should remain pest-free, and
plants should be fed with the
proper nutrients to stay healthy
all-season-long.
Given the many things to
consider when it comes to sustaining a lush landscape, homeowners are seeking new ways to
simplify their lawn and garden

maintenance techniques.
Trusted brands Amdro and
Pennington have developed
five quick tips that take the
guesswork out of warm weather chores and make any home
flourish with "more beauty, less
beasts."
Decoding soil DNA. The best
gauge for fertilization requirements of your landscape is
through a soil test. These tests
are used to evaluate the condition and levels of nutrients in
the soil, especially pH, which
determines how well plants are
able to draw the nutrients they
need from the soil. Home soil
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15% OFF
YOUR ENTIRE LEAFFILTER PURCHASE*
Exclusive Oﬀer – Redeem By Phone Today!
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ADDITIONALLY

test kits are available at most
lawn and garden retailers or
homeowners can contact their
local Department of Agriculture
for more information.
Fertilizer frequency factors.
During periods of drought, it is
important not to over-fertilize
as this can result in unhealthy
or burnt-looking plants. The frequency of fertilization depends
on climate, plant type and
the fertilizer. A pre-measured,
ready-to-use fertilizer, such
as the Pennington Smart Feed
Sprayer System, ensures efficient feeding, proper nutrition
and vigorous plant growth. The
benefit: better results with bigger blooms and produce, when
compared to unfed plants. The
system also saves time, minimizes water usage and removes
guesswork.
Select the right plants. One
of the best defenses against
problem insects is a strong,
well-maintained plant. When
designing your landscape, select plants that are less prone
to insect problems. For example, native plants tend to be
more pest-resistant, if planted
Fax/Email: @
where the sun and soil are
right for them.

Go on the offensive. While
weeds grow year-round, pest
activity in many ways correlates
with temperature. In general, as
temperatures increase, so does
insect feeding and insect populations in and around the home.
Combat insects and weeds with
a simple, versatile tool, such as
the Amdro PowerFlex Pest &
Weed System. With no mixing,
measuring or cleaning required,
this all-in-one system allows
homeowners to reclaim their
properties, both indoors and
outdoors.
Protect beneficial species..

Within every landscape and
garden are pest predators that
are beneficial to the health
of plants — either by feeding on problem pests or by
helping with soil aeration and
drainage. Examples include
earthworms, spiders, ladybugs
and praying mantises. Attract
beneficial insects to your landscape with plants that provide
nectar, pollen and other food
sources.
For more information and
additional helpful hints, visit
www.penningtonusa.com or
www.amdro.com. H –BPT
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CALL COLER TODAY!
• Full Service Insulation Contractor
• A Healthier, More Comfortable Home
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• No Itching or Allergies
• Save on Utilities
• Prevents Ice Dams
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ergy makeover is to find out
where your home is losing
money. Certain municipal and
environmental agencies offer
home assessments, during
which they will do a complete
walk-through of your home
and highlight areas that can be
improved. Private companies
also perform energy audits on
a home. They may be able
to point out appliances, windows or landscaping issues
that could be compromising
the efficiency of a home. These
people may have a more intimate knowledge of insulation
ratings and window efficiency
ratings than the average homeowner.
In addition to having an energy audit on your home to save
money on utility bills, a professional audit may make you
eligible for tax incentives and
rebates. That can mean even
more savings and may even
increase the value of your home.
Until a thorough energy assessment can be made, there
are some easy and relatively inexpensive fixes any homeowner
can undertake to help improve
energy efficiency.

Invest in insulation. Install
high-efficiency insulation in attics and between walls to prevent energy loss and keep more
warm or cool air in the home.
A well-insulated house requires
less heating and cooling to keep
the temperature indoors stable, and that translates to less
money spent on utilities.
Clean air filters. Trapped dust
and debris in a filter makes furnaces and air conditioners work
harder. Once filters are free
from dust, air can blow more
smoothly through the system.
Plug leaks. Air leaks could
be sucking energy out of your
home and money out of your
wallet. Once you find any leaks,
you can use weather stripping
and caulking to seal up breaches and save energy and money.
Swap out light bulbs. Switching bulbs from incandescent to
more efficient LED or CFL bulbs
can save money in the long run.
By making a few simple
changes, homeowner can increase their energy savings
around the house. Investing
in an energy audit and makeover can pinpoint key areas that
need improvement. H –BPT
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Steps to Prepare for a Home Remodel
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IMPORTANT…

S T U CK IN AN
OLD KI T CHEN?

See how easy a new look can be.
Save time, trouble and thousands!

A homeowner's motivation
for taking on a remodeling project can vary greatly, but there's
one universal rule of thumb:
home upgrades should add
value, function or both. This
step-by-step guide can help
ensure you get the maximum
return on your investment and
make the most of your remodel.
Step 1: Identify Reasons for
Remodeling. Deciding whether
to undertake simple aesthetic
changes or a full remodel can be
difficult. One of the best ways to
decide is to figure out why you
are remodeling in the first place,
whether it's to make your new
house feel more like home or to
update an outdated kitchen.
Step 2: Consider Timing. Many
variables can impact the timing
of your project, including the
climate and exact nature of the
job. For example, foundation
work is easier when the ground
is cold during winter. Spring
tends to be busy for the construction industry, so you might
pay premium rates for labor and
materials, but it's also the per-

fect time to get a project done
that you can enjoy throughout
the summer. Summer months
are ideal for indoor projects
out of the heat. Also consider
factors such as personal or professional obligations, or even an
event for which you need the
project completed.
Step 3: Set Your Budget. Every
home is unique in structure,
age, quality and craftsmanship,
which all impact the price of a
remodel. Since no one can see
through walls before demolition, the quote you receive may
not be 100% accurate. However, a qualified remodeling
company will be forthcoming
about potential challenges. Account for these adjustments by
planning for a 10% cushion,
just in case.
Step 4: Hire the Right Team. To
help ensure you find the right
company for the job, do your
research. Referrals from friends
and family are one way to find
a remodeler. Resources like
the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry provide

Exterior Projects
America’s largest roofing and
waterproofing manufacturer,
combine the style, class and
design of America’s best-selling shingles (Timberline HD
with even better protection
thanks to a new innovation
called LayerLock technology.
The technology offers contractors a faster, more precise installation and ultimately, better
strength and performance of

unbiased information that can
help you find qualified, certified
remodelers in your area. With
more than 5,000 member companies, the organization represents professional remodelers
who adhere to a strict code of
ethics. Many hold certifications
in remodeling, kitchen and bath
design and lead carpentry.
Step 5: Establish a Written
Agreement. Most companies
insist on a contract to protect
their own interests, but if they
don't, you should. In addition
to defining the scope of work
and budget, a contract ensures
all parties are on the same page
with expectations about factors like timing, liability in the
event of an accident and other
practical matters. Contractors
also often provide guarantees
of workmanship, so find out
what they cover for how long
and include this information in
your work agreement.
Step 6: Understand the Plan.
Keep the lines of communication open between you, the remodeling contractor and the
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the roofing shingles.
For greater peace of mind,
homeowners should also consider complete roofing systems
(shingles and accessories) with
a strong warranty. Just be
sure to check the fine print,
especially if you live in an area
with high winds. While many
roofing products do come with
wind warranties, there are
often caveats with regard to

wind speed limitations. Timberline HDZ shingles come with
an available GAF WindProven limited wind warranty, the
first wind warranty for roofing shingles with no maximum
wind speed limit. The brand’s
shingles that feature LayerLock technology, such as HDZ,
qualify for this warranty when
installed with four qualifying
GAF accessories. H –StatePoint
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CABINETS, SINKS, EXHAUST HOODS, & ACCESSORIES
For Homes, Restaurants, Hotels, Hospitals, Supermarkets...
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Give the front door a new look

LUXURY CONDOS
ON CANANDAIGUA LAKE

Lake Group

229 Lake St, Penn Yan

NOW SELLING!
Private Balconies
Quartz Countertops / Stainless Steel Appliances
Walk-in Marble Showers
Covered / Reserved Parking
Full Service American Contemporary Restaurant
Lively Bar/Lounge with Waterfront Dining
The complete terms are in an offering plan available from the sponsor. File # CD150046

Personal Tours by Appointment: 315.532.4726

canandaigualakesidecondos.com

BEFORE

THE BATH YOU’VE

— The front door sets the tone
for your home’s curb appeal
and security, and it signals how
well you maintain everything
else. Buyers will be walking into
your home via the front door,
so be sure to give them a good
first impression. If your door is
in good shape, you might just
need to give it a refreshing new
coat of paint or new hardware.
But if it’s seen some wear and
tear over the years, consider
replacing it with a steel door —
one that will show buyers your
home is safe.
Update the most-used entryway
— While the front door needs
curb appeal, the garage door is
traditionally the most-used door
in the home. Old wooden garage doors will start to sag and
the paint will peel, giving your
home a run-down look. Replacing this door with an insulated
steel door will not only improve
the exterior look of your home,
but also keep the garage space

warmer. Finishing off the garage can also be a big draw for
buyers, but you probably won’t
be able to recoup as much of
the expense as you would by
replacing only the garage door.
Add additional living space —
You might not think about adding a deck as the same thing
as adding an extra room to
the house, but if you’re selling
your home during the warmer
months, that’s how buyers will
see it. They’ll be able to picture
themselves enjoying breakfast
and picnic dinners outside, or
curling up on a lounge chair
with a good book on a summer afternoon. Realtor.com estimates that homeowners can
recoup 87 percent of the investment of adding a deck when
they sell.
Create a bathroom retreat — As
the smallest room in the house,
the bathroom tends to cost the
least to remodel. If you have a
guest or master bath that can

use a little help to transform
into a relaxing oasis, take the
opportunity to replace the flooring, add cushy rugs, paint the
walls and replace the accessories with more modern styles.
Faucets, showerheads, the mirror and even the toilet can all be
upgraded with water-saving and
stylish designs. Buyers will take
note of a maintenance-free bath,
making your home one they’ll
remember as move-in ready.
Turn the backyard into a private paradise — Buyers will
be visualizing themselves in
your backyard when touring
your home. They’re looking to
see how quiet and secure the
space is. Consider adding a
beautiful wooden fence to enhance the privacy. It will make
the home attractive to families
with children and pets, and for
couples who aren’t interested
in having a conversation with
the neighbors every time they
go outside. H –BPT

Lighting

(Continued from Page 9)
“The man who stops advertising
to save money
is like the man who stops the clock to save time.”
ALWAYS
WANTED

SAVE
UP TO

450

*

on a complete
Bath Fitter system

on a complete Bath Fitter system

Installed in as little as one day

Every Bath Fitter bath is installed quickly, safely
and beautifully, with a lifetime warranty. Go from
old to new. From worn to wow. The beautiful bath
you’ve always wanted — done right, installed by one
expert technician all in one day. We’ve been creating
moments like these for 35 years — and we’re here
to help you get started.

OUR BENEFITS

Take advantage of
our SPECIAL OFFER!

888-675-1701

One Day
Installations‡

Two Million
Installs

No Demolition

Registered trademark of Bath Fitter Franchising Inc. *Save 10% up to 450$. Special offer good on the purchase of a bathtub,
wall and faucet kit. One offer per customer. May not be combined with any other offer. Offer must be presented at the
time of estimate. Previous orders and estimates excluded. Offer valid at selected locations. Subject to certain limitations.
Offer expires 12-31-2020. ‡ Most Bath Fitter tub installations are completed in one day. Some exceptions apply.

lighting in rooms where flattering and comfortable light is
necessary, such as overhead
in the master bathroom or in
a nursery where high-wattage
lights can be uncomfortable
for baby’s eyes.
When planning the lighting for
your new home, Stromatt recommends asking these questions:
Is the lighting package pre-determined? Often, builders offer a
choice of one or more standard
packages. Before confirming

your selection, ask what upgrades are available, what the
costs are, and if there any design limitations.
What’s the wiring plan? Pre-installed junction boxes, or pancake boxes, offer less flexibility,
as light fixtures must be installed wherever junction boxes
are. If your plan doesn’t include
decorative lighting, ask for the
home to be snake-wired, which
gives the flexibility to add lighting wherever and whenever

you want.
Are LED light bulbs an option?
Often a builder has already selected bulbs, and they’re not
always LED. Even if it adds
to the cost, the investment to
substitute LED bulbs is worth
it, providing energy savings,
brighter light and longer life.
The bottom line: don’t settle
for recessed lighting alone. By
asking the right questions, you
can easily combine form and
function. H –StatePoint
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13th Annual Patriot Golf Day Was Celebrated
Nationwide Labor Day Weekend Benefitting Folds
of Honor, PGA HOPE and Military Families

The 13th Annual Patriot Golf
Day honored the sacrifice of our
nation’s military heroes across
America this Labor Day Weekend (Fri.-Mon., Sept. 4-7), by
raising awareness and scholarship funds for the families of
fallen and wounded Veterans.
Serving as “the most heroic round of golf you will ever
play,” Patriot Golf Day began as
a grassroots fundraising initiative
over Labor Day Weekend in
2007, with golfers nationwide
encouraged to add an extra dollar to their green fees to fund
Folds of Honor scholarships.
Over the last 13 years, the effort has grown to encompass
onsite donation boxes, a variety
of fundraising events, tournaments and golf marathons led by
PGA Professionals and golfers
nationwide.
Folds of Honor, a nonprofit
that has provided more than
28,000 educational scholarships
to spouses and children of fallen and disabled Veterans, and
PGA HOPE (Helping Our Patriots Everywhere) are the hosts
of Patriot Golf Day. Beginning
this year, the two organizations

have joined together to expand
and grow annual fundraising efforts for both Folds of Honor
and PGA HOPE to better serve
the needs of Veterans and their
families through the game of
golf. PGA HOPE is the flagship
military program of the PGA of
America’s 501(c)(3) foundation,
PGA Foundation, Inc. d/b/a
PGA REACH.
“The academic scholarships
provided by Folds of Honor
through participation in Patriot
Golf Day significantly impacts
our military families,” said Lt.
Col. Dan Rooney, founder and
CEO of Folds of Honor. “Although it’s been a difficult year,
the needs of our scholars have
not changed, and Patriot Golf
Day participants understand that.
We’re grateful for the ongoing
support and look forward to a
successful Labor Day Weekend.”
The Patriot Golf Day campaign is backed by Jack Nicklaus,
who annually serves as honorary
chair of the event and is also a
strong supporter of PGA HOPE.
Mr. Nicklaus will continue to stay
involved in both causes through
this new partnership.

“I never had the privilege to
serve our great nation, but I am
passionate and committed to any
initiative that allows us to recognize, assist and support the men
and women of our military, who
have sacrificed so much for our
freedom,” said Nicklaus, who is
the first sportsman and fourth
person in history to receive the
Presidential Medal of Freedom,
Congressional Gold Medal and
Lincoln Medal. “When we can
use the game of golf as the vehicle to give back, it becomes even
more meaningful to me. That’s
why I feel blessed and honored
to partner with great organizations like Folds of Honor and
PGA REACH.”
PGA HOPE introduces golf
to Veterans with disabilities to
enhance their physical, mental,
social and emotional well-being. The program includes a
developmental six-to-eight-week
curriculum, taught by PGA Professionals trained in adaptive
golf and military cultural competency. In 2019, PGA HOPE
programming impacted 2,500
Veterans nationwide.
“We couldn’t be more proud
of the work that PGA Professionals have done through PGA
HOPE, utilizing the game of golf
as a form of therapy and rehabilitation for Veterans,” said PGA
of America CEO Seth Waugh.
“By partnering with Folds of
Honor on Patriot Golf Day, we
can expand our footprint within
the families of those we serve
through golf. This partnership
is a natural extension of our
long-standing mission to support
our nation’s heroes.” x
© PGA.com

LPGA to Allow Caddies in Carts
To Cope With Extreme Heat

Jenny Shin, of South Korea, watches her tee shot on the first hole during
the final round of the LPGA Walmart NW Arkansas Championship golf
tournament, Sunday, Aug. 30 in Rogers, Ark. (AP Photo/Michael Woods)

RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
(AP) — Players can ride in carts
during practice rounds and caddies can use them during the
tournament to cope with the
extreme heat expected for the
ANA Inspiration next week in
the California desert.
Traditionally the first major
of the season, the ANA Inspiration was moved from the first
weekend in April to Sept. 10-13

when the COVID-19 pandemic
forced the tour to shut down for
five months.
Heather Daly-Donofrio, the
LPGA Tour's chief operations
officer, said in a memo to players
and caddies that temperatures
are expected to range from 105
to 115 degrees. Considering this
year has been all about health and
safety, "we will be allowing caddies to take carts for the week."

"We have consulted with our
medical team and feel this is the
best decision to keep our caddies
safe and healthy during this extreme heat," she said.
Caddies can choose to walk
and pushcarts are an option.
The LPGA said players can
ride in carts during the practice
rounds, but walking is required
during the championship.
Also, caddies will have bibs instead of the traditional coveralls
at Mission Hills Country Club.
The LPGA has bought 1,500
cooling towels for players, caddies, staff and volunteers.
"This was the date that we
needed to play the ANA Inspiration and hold a major," Daly-Donofrio said. "We're watching
the forecast and know it's going
to be hot. And we do not want to
put the health of our caddies at
risk. Will it look odd? Yes, especially for a major championship.
But we're not going to sacrifice
the health of our athletes or caddies for optics." x

Numbers to Know:
TOUR Championship

by

SEAN MARTIN

Welcome to Numbers to
Know, where we'll take a closer
look at Dustin Johnson's victory
in the TOUR Championship and
his first FedExCup. Here are the
best stats from Johnson's victory
at East Lake Golf Club:
11: Dustin Johnson is the first
player in 11 years (Tiger Woods)
to win the FedExCup after arriving at East Lake as the top seed.
3: Johnson could become the
third player to win the FedExCup, end the season at No. 1 in
the Official World Golf Ranking
and be voted PGA TOUR Player
of the Year in the same season. Player of the Year, which
is voted on by the players, will
be announced later this year.
Woods (2007, '09) and Jordan
Spieth (2015) also did it.
23: This was Johnson's 23rd
PGA TOUR victory, which ranks
27th all-time.
30: Johnson has won 30%
of his starts since the Return to
Golf (3 of 10).
6: This was Johnson's sixth

win in the FedExCup Playoffs,
the most all-time. He also has
the most top-fives (13) and top10s (21) in Playoffs history.
4: Johnson has won three or
more titles in four of the past five
seasons.
12: Johnson has qualified for
East Lake for 12 consecutive
years, the longest active streak
on TOUR.
6: Johnson has finished inside
the top five in the FedExCup six
times.
3: Johnson ranked third
on TOUR this season in approach-shot proximity from the
fairway. He also ranked third in
approach-shot proximity from
the rough.
4: Johnson held the 54-hole
lead in his final four starts of the
season. He finished second twice
and won twice. Johnson shot 68
or lower in all four Sundays. The
two times he was beaten — by
Collin Morikawa at the PGA and
Jon Rahm at the BMW — the
winner shot 64 to pass him. x
© PGATOUR.COM
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GOLF opinion & comment
Scottish Golf: How Digitalisation is
Changing the Game for Players

George Ballantyne is coming to terms with going digital
by

LAURA HUTTON

“There’s nothing worse than
a soggy scorecard. Now, all
I have to do now is wipe the
screen of my mobile when it’s
wet.”
George Ballantyne is 73 years
old and is exactly the kind of
golfer that clubs have in mind
when they rebuff any notion of
digitalising aspects of the game.
And yet, after a sticky start, he
has embraced the introduction
of technology.
During his regular rounds at
Ranfurly Castle in Renfrewshire, Ballantyne now records
his scores on a Scottish Golf
Union (SGU) app — a world
away from when he first joined
a club in 1960.
“At first, I was pressing all
the wrong buttons and lost my
scores,” he says. “It was a bit of
a distraction having to take your

glasses out 18 times a game
and you have to make sure your
phone is charged.
“Initially, it seemed a bit too
advanced but with some practice and patience it’s quite manageable now.”

What is the app?

Launched in early 2019, the
free app allows players to book
tee times, enter competitions,
submit scores and follow live
leaderboards, as well as follow
course maps and use GPS to
measure distances.
Since then, around 130 Scottish clubs have become part of
it, with the same number again
registering their interest.

What are the benefits?

It is not compulsory for clubs
to adopt, but those using it —
such as Ranfurly Castle near

Bridge of Weir — have been impressed by the effect it has had.
“Before, you’d have to go into
the pro shop, get your scorecard, sign in, input your details, then wait for it to be done
in reverse order at the end of
a game,” says former captain
David Stewart.
“With the app, you’ve got
everything you need at your
fingertips.”
It also gives clubs another
weapon in their battle to attract
a younger group of players,
whose lives are lived through
their mobile devices.
“The majority of members
have embraced it but, like anything, there’s always going to be
people who love it and people
who will categorically not use
it,” Stewart adds.

Why might it not be
for everyone?

While some clubs are convinced by the benefits, others
remain sceptical.
Largs Golf Club have opted out,
with club manager Jim Callaghan
explaining that the age profile
of their membership — around
60 years old — means getting
involved “wouldn’t make sense”.
“I know you’ve got to move
with the times but there are
members who don’t have a mobile,” he adds.
“We don’t think it would be
fair to ask them to get to grips
with a digital system on a device
they don’t have access to.”

What does the
governing body say?

The SGU acknowledges and

understands that viewpoint,
while emphasising the importance of enabling players to
“consume golf on their own
terms”, be they young or old.
“In the modern era everybody consumes things digitally
one way or another, so why
should golf be any different?”
a spokesperson says.
“There will be golfers who
wish to still experience golf in
a way they always have and it’s
important that their needs are
also still met.
“However, we know that
the younger generation are
increasingly reliant on mobile
phones and it is important that
we encompass their lifestyle
choices for the future of the
game.” x
©BBC Scottland

Why is now an
ideal time for it?

Shops, cafes and pubs have
all encouraged — or even demanded — cashless payments
since Covid-19 impacted, so
why should golf clubs be any
different?
And why swap grubby scorecards and share pencils, when
it can be done on each players’
own phone?
“It’s meant less admin volunteers in the clubhouse at any
one time, plus it’s safer because
it means we can avoid contact by
being paperless,” Stewart says.

Largs golf club has not enrolled the app and does not plan on doing so
anytime soon

The19th Hole . . . News, Notes & Quotes From the World of Golf
Rory, Erica McIlroy Welcome First Child
The announcement ends
speculation that the baby’s birth
might keep McIlroy from teeing it up this week at the Tour
Championship, where he won
the FedExCup and $15 million
a year ago. McIlroy is not expected to speak to the media
for a pre-tournament interview,
but he is slated to tee off at 1:30
p.m. ET Friday alongside Brendon Todd.
At 3 under, McIlroy will begin
the tournament in a tie for 11th
and seven shots behind No. 1
seed Dustin Johnson.
Erica & Rory McIlroy
by

WILL GRAY

Rory McIlroy is officially a dad.
The former world No. 1 took
to social media to announce the
birth of the first child for he and
his wife, Erica. Their daughter,
Poppy Kennedy McIlroy, was
born at 12:15 p.m. on Aug. 31.
“She is the absolute love of
our lives,” McIlroy wrote. “Mother and baby are doing great.
Massive thank you to all the
staff at Jupiter Medical Center

and Dr. Sasha Melendy for their
amazing care.”
McIlroy nearly kept the entire
pregnancy away from the public
eye, only disclosing last week at
the BMW Championship that
the couple was pregnant and
expecting to give birth in a matter of days. Poppy’s arrival came
the day after McIlroy wrapped
up play at Olympia Fields, where
he shot a final-round 71 to tie
for 12th.

©Golf Channel

• • •

Reflecting on a
Life-Changing
Week
by

PERNILLA LINDBERG

Like everyone else, I was
swept up in the emotion of
watching my fellow European Sophia Popov win the AIG
Women’s British Open.
But unlike the millions who
saw it on television, I was there.

I shot 70 on Sunday at Royal
Troon, my best round of the
week. Then I watched history as Sophia became the lowest-ranked player in the history
of the Rolex Rankings to win a
major championship.
As the tears flowed on the
18th green and Sophia embraced her boyfriend, I felt a
welling in my own eyes. I know
exactly how that moment feels.
I know the joy and the relief,
the weight that is lifted and the
questions that have finally been
answered.
My first win was also a major,
the 2018 ANA Inspiration,
which I won in an eight-hole
sudden-death playoff that extended into Monday morning.
Like Sophia, I had played professional golf a long time - 193
starts on the LPGA Tour to be
exact - without a victory. Like
Sophia and many others who
have had successful junior and
college careers but struggled at
the next level, I doubted myself.
I wondered if I would ever break
through and reach the top. But

there was always something that
brought me back. Even at my
lowest points, there were incremental improvements each and
every year that made me believe
in myself. Even without a victory,
those moments, combined with
the fact that I am extremely stubborn and incredibly competitive,
made me know that I was where
I belonged. I also had a team
around me that kept believing in
me, encouraging me to continue
to pursue my dreams on the
LPGA Tour.
In addition to having my fiancé (now my husband) Daniel
Taylor caddying for me, Patrik
Jonsson, my swing coach since
2011, has been a huge part of
my success. I look at the shots
I’m able to hit now and I realize
that the work we have done
on my golf swing has made a
huge difference. But it is the
confidence that I gained after
starting my work with putting
coach Jon Karlsen that put me
over the top. Jon straightened
me out by simplifying things.
19th Hole
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GOLF business
Tour Reaches End of Season,
Embarks on Plan Toward Diversity
by

DOUG FERGUSON

ATLANTA (AP) — What started as the
‘’Return to Golf’’ has yielded to ‘’Crossing the Finish Line.’’
Twelve weeks after the PGA Tour
ended its longest stoppage since World
War II because of the COVID-19 pandemic, it marked progress with two
slogans that brought equal measures of
satisfaction and a sigh of relief.
‘’I was confident that we had the right
plan,’’ Commissioner Jay Monahan said
Wednesday. ‘’But I was uncertain as
to whether or not, like everybody else,
you’d be able to get to this point.’’
That point would be the Tour Championship for the top 30 players who made
it through two FedEx Cup postseason
events to reach East Lake and chase
the $15 million bonus that goes to the
winner.
Monahan also brought up another monetary figure — a projected $100 million
over the next 10 years for tournaments
to donate to racial and social injustice
causes in their markets.
‘’In essence, how do we use the platform that we’ve established over the past
80 years to make deeper and more specific commitments around social justice
efforts in our communities?’’ he said.
‘’The work may never be complete, but
as we close out this season of change,
I felt it important to reinforce our commitment.’’
And what a season it has been.
The week the PGA Tour signed a
new media rights deal said to be worth
more than $7 billion over nine years, the
coronavirus led to golf shutting down for
three months. Tiger Woods, who won

his record-tying 82nd tournament last
fall, played only twice before the shutdown, four times after. He did not make
it to the Tour Championship.
A record five players already have
taken turns at No. 1 in the world.
Dustin Johnson is the No. 1 seed at
East Lake with two victories since the
return, along with runner-up finishes in
the PGA Chamionship and last week at
the BMW Championship. He starts with
a two-shot lead over Jon Rahm, who
made a 65-foot bending birdie putt in a
playoff to beat Johnson last week.
No one should be surprised. They are
Nos. 1 and 2 in the world ranking. Rahm
was more surprised the tour reached its
season-ending event without having to
stop because of the coronavirus. Only
seven players and three caddies tested
positive in the 13 tournaments held in
12 weeks in 11 states.
‘’I’m not going to lie, when I saw...
pretty much 20% of the tests were positive countrywide, almost worldwide, and
with how many other sports were having
trouble... nobody should be surprised if
one week we show up and there’d 30
positives,’’ Rahm said.
‘’We can congratulate each other and
everybody else for the good job we’ve
done, because I am surprised we’ve
been able to go on without any single
problems.’’
The Tour Championship is the end of
the season, but not the end of the year,
or the concern.
Spectators still have not been allowed to
return, with no indication when that would
happen. Monahan said the plan was for
pro-ams — a big part of a tournament’s

revenue — to resume in the Dominican
Republic in three weeks. Pro-ams already
are in place on the PGA Tour Champions and the Korn Ferry Tour.
Monahan thought back to Friday the
13th — in March — when he announced
the next four tournaments had been canceled, starting with The Players Championship.
‘’As gut-wrenching as that day and the
weeks to follow were, as we ultimately
canceled or postponed nearly 30% of
our season, the adaptability, innovation,
and collaboration that has brought us
to this week is incredibly gratifying,’’ he
said.
That includes the charity component,
which has carried on without spectators,
pro-ams or corporate hospitality. Monahan said supporting sponsors of the
Tour Championship — Coca-Cola and the
Southern Company — were enabling at
least a $3.5 million contribution to local
charities this week.
Monahan also said local tournaments
and their charitable donations would be
the backbone of the tour’s pledge toward
supporting diversity in a summer of intensified racial and social unrest.
PGA Tour events have raised more than
$3 billion for charity since 1938, and that
money — $200 million last year — goes
mainly to local organizations.
‘’All of our tournaments are going
to be identifying racial and social injustice causes in their local markets going
forward,’’ Monahan said. ‘’I think it’s a
big statement that with the number of
tournaments we have they all quickly
have responded and said that they are
excited for this opportunity, excited for

this challenge.’’
He said the tour expects to raise at
least $10 million a year for those causes
for the next decade, ‘’and that’s something that we’re going to hold ourselves
accountable to.’’
He also said the tour would work toward attracting more minorities to golf
through The First Tee, which currently
has a great emphasis on education than
the game, and with support of the Advocates Pro Golf Association Tour, created
a decade ago to provide playing opportunities to minority players.
‘’It’s nice to see stuff happening,’’ said
Cameron Champ, one of four players
of Black heritage on the PGA Tour and
the only one to reach the Tour Championship. ‘’Anyone can talk about it, but
action is what’s need. And it’s amazing to
see that. It’s definitely a huge and amazing step in the right direction.’’

• • •

Textron Relocating
Jacobsen Production
to United Kingdom
Textron Specialized Vehicles announced it will relocate all manufacturing
of Jacobsen professional turf equipment
to its facility in Ipswich, United Kingdom. The move will begin this fall and
be completed in stages over the next
several months.
This move will enable the company to
focus its investments, skill and improvements in mower production on a single
facility, and leverage existing resources
and expertise at its Ipswich facility. The
Golf Business
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plant, which currently builds Jacobsen and Ransomes mowers,
is the oldest manufacturer of
motorized lawn mowers in the
world, in operation for more
than 187 years.
The U.K. facility will produce
mowers for all regions, including
North America. Jacobsen will
maintain its sales, parts, and
customer-care teams in North
America, and its network of
North American distributors, to
serve its customers in the United
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States and Canada.
“We are excited to establish
our Ipswich, U.K. facility as the
worldwide manufacturing center
of excellence for Jacobsen equipment,” said Simon Rainger, Vice
President, Turf for Textron Specialized Vehicles. “This move
will enable us to operate more
efficiently, and expand on the
legacy of innovation and quality
that our Ipswich plant has built
over its long history.”
In a call with members of

(Getty Images)

The19th

Hole

First, he asked, “Can you aim
straight?” We tested that and he
said, “You’re great at aiming.”
Then he asked, “Can you start
the ball where you want to start
it?” The answer to that was: yes.
So, Jon said, “Ok, if you can
do those two things, why worry
about how your stroke looks?”
That confidence was certainly on display at Mission Hills
during my ANA Inspiration win.
For starters, I’ve always loved
the greens on the Dinah Shore
Tournament Course. I love the
pace, and I feel like I see the
contours really well. All I have
to do is get the ball started on a
good line and I feel like I’m going
to make a lot of putts. That week
in 2018, I made more than my
fair share. I felt like every putt,
no matter how long or difficult,
was going in the hole. Many of
them did, including a downhill
eight-footer on the sixth playoff
hole and a 30-footer on the
eighth playoff hole to win.
I’ve had those sorts of putting
weeks before, but they haven’t
been matched up with my long
game. That week in California,
everything clicked.
One of my fondest memories
from that win was having my
parents and Jon, my putting
coach, there for the final round
and the playoff. He and his family were on vacation in Arizona
and he decided to drive over for
my win. And while I get my stubbornness and competitiveness
from my dad, I get my optimism
from my mom. Dad is a worrier.
Once the first 72 holes were
over and I was tied with Inbee
Park and Jennifer Song, Dad
told Jon, “It’s going to be tough
because Inbee is the best putter
in the world.” Jon said, “What

...

sung SDI lithium-battery technology, and the new AR530
and AR730 area rotary mowers,
designed to be safer, easier and
more cost-effective to maintain
and operate.
©Golf Course Industry

• • •

Megan LaMothe’s
Launch From
the Corporate
World to Golf
Entrepreneurship
by

CARLY GRENFELL

Megan LaMothe had a successful career with Victoria’s
Secret. But once she took up
the game of golf just a short time
ago as a young adult, she came
to a career-altering realization.
This realization was that women’s golf apparel was lacking
and she wanted to help fix that.
Megan LaMothe used her vast
range of experiences at Victoria’s Secret, like attention to
detail and obsessing over how
clothes fit, to bring her company
to life.

Foray Golf was born. And
for Megan LaMothe, it’s more
than a business: it’s personal. It’s
about demonstrating that women
can build something from nothing. It’s about her daughter Ray,
who inspired the name of the
company, and showing her how
she can excel with other women
and for other women. In many
ways, Foray Golf is a sisterhood.
As a CEO/Founder, wife and
now mother of one, Megan LaMothe has a full plate in front of
her. With only six full-time employees after four years of Foray
Golf, the grind never stops, and
the new product releases and
innovation haven’t slowed down.
Long-term, she hopes to expand the company’s international footprint and be the leading
force in women’s golf fashion.
Megan LaMothe has learned
entrepreneurship is an endurance race. But with a product
she’s proud of, happy customers
and the relationships that have
blossomed from starting Foray
Golf, she will undoubtedly keep
going. x
©PGA
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do you mean? Pernilla is the best
putter in the world.”
I certainly felt like the best
putter that week. It was magical
in so many ways, not the least
of which was all the attention I
got afterward. For the first two
weeks following my win, I made
a decision to say yes to every
request. Whether it was Swedish
television in the middle of the
night or a Florida radio station
early in the morning, I agreed to
every interview. It was exhausting and it might have hurt my
game. The further away I get
from it, the less overwhelming
it seems but at the time I didn’t
leave myself much time to reflect
on what I had accomplished and
what it meant for my life. But I
wouldn’t change a thing.
Next week, as I return to Mission Hills for another ANA Inspiration, I will reflect on it again,
especially as I walk along the
bridge at 18 and see my name
among the other great champions.
I’m so happy my mom and
dad introduced me to golf. I
wouldn’t be the person I am
without it. I remember playing
in club events in Sweden when I
was 12 years old with men and
women in their 70s. I had three
or four uninterrupted hours with
older generations who taught
me about behavior, manners,
overcoming adversity, discipline,
tenacity, hard work and many
other noble and invaluable traits.

• • •

Safety First:
LPGA Modifies
Caddie Policy for
Ana Inspiration
by

the industry media Thursday,
Rainger said that 30 to 35 percent of Jacobsen products had
been manufacturing in Ipswich
over the last five years. Jacobsen
relocated North American production from Charlotte, North
Carolina, to Augusta, Georgia,
in 2016.
“In the last two years, that
number has been probably been
raised to 50 percent coming
out of Ipswich as the business
moves to coming out of these
consolidated platforms and that
was a strategic decision to allow
multi-site manufacturing of the
same products,” Rainger added.
“I think the reality with the volumes that we see out there today
and what has been effectively
a shrinking marketplace didn’t
lend itself to multiple manufacturing locations.”
Jacobsen continues to develop
new products to serve customers
around the globe. The brand
will launch a robust slate of new
mowers in coming months, including the quiet, highly efficient Eclipse 360 ELiTE electric
greens mower powered by Sam-

STEVE EUBANKS

It will look different, especially
for a major. But what else is new
in 2020?
In addition to the lack of galleries and grandstands next week
at the ANA Inspiration, as well
as the absence of more than 100
trees that have been removed
from the Dinah Shore Tournament Course at Mission Hills
Country Club, LPGA officials
have announced another policy
modification for the week in
Rancho Mirage, Calif.
In a memo to players and caddies that went out on Thursday,
LPGA Chief Tour Operations
Officer Heather Daly-Donofrio
wrote: “Projected temperatures
next week will range from 105115 and we are very conscious
of the high heat. 2020 has been
the year of health and safety,
and with that in mind, we will be
allowing caddies to take carts for
the week.”
The cart rule isn’t mandatory.
Some will choose to walk and
carry the bag as always. Push
carts are also an option for caddies. Players may ride in carts
during practice rounds but must
walk during tournament rounds.
“We have consulted with our
medical team and feel this is the
best decision to keep our caddies
safe and healthy during this extreme heat,” Daly-Donofrio said.
Despite the heat, not all players will utilize a caddie, an option
provided in the age of COVID19. Lindsey Weaver, who became a media darling at the AIG
Women’s Open for her good
play into the weekend despite
playing without a caddie, has
chosen to push her own cart
at Mission Hills as well, despite
being given the option of a local
caddie who could ride in a cart.

“When the LPGA gave us the
option of not using caddies, I
pushed my own clubs and I’ve
been doing it for four weeks and
playing pretty well so I didn’t
want to change anything,”
Weaver said. “I’ve gotten comfortable with it.”
According to Dr. Bruce Thomas, the LPGA’s medical director,
“There are a couple of important
factors to consider. Yes, it’s a
dry heat but it’s intense. We normally play this event in March
and early April when the weather is delightful in the desert. But
early September is hot and 110
to 115 is unusually hot even for
this time of year.
“The problem is, you perspire
but you don’t know it, unlike
Florida where you’re changing
your shirt a couple of times a
day. Perspiration evaporates
quickly, you don’t realize it,
and pretty soon you’re in real
trouble. Caddies who are lugging around an extra 30 to 50
pounds are at greater risk. They
can get into real trouble quickly.”
There will be a few other modifications next week. Caddies will
wear bibs instead of the usual
jumpsuits that have become a
tradition at the ANA Inspiration. And the LPGA Tour has
purchased 1,500 cooling towels
for players, caddies, staff and
volunteers.
“This was the date that we
needed to play the ANA Inspiration and hold a major,” said
Daly-Donofrio. “We’re watching
the forecast and know it’s going
to be hot. And we do not want
to put the health of our caddies
at risk.
“Will it look odd? Yes, especially for a major championship.
But we’re not going to sacrifice

the health of our athletes or caddies for optics.”
Even without the unusually hot
temperatures, the optics were
always going to be different.
Grandstands, especially around
the first and 10th tees and behind the 17th and 18th greens
will be gone, which will not only
look jarring on television but
will create some challenges for
players. In the past, various ANA
logos on the grandstands behind
18 provided aiming points for
those attempting to reach the
par-5 in two. Now, they will see
water behind the green.
Missing trees will also give the
place a different feel. A large
Eucalyptus perched behind the
first green is gone, along with
much of the shade forest that
separated the third and fourth
fairways. Not only will the visuals
be different, there will be almost
nothing to block the hot, howling wind that tears through the
Coachella Valley like a regularly
scheduled freight train.
Still, some people will raise
eyebrows when they see carts
on the fairways of a major. But
in a year turned upside down, it’s
a modification that makes sense.
“There will be some caddies
who won’t take a cart and some
who will take it day by day,”
Daly-Donofrio said. “But we
wanted to set the policy at the
beginning of the week so everyone can plan accordingly.
And everyone knows what the
expectations are.
“Look, there has been nothing
normal about 2020,” she said.
“We have the health and safety
of our caddies in mind. That,
at the end of the day, is what’s
most important.” x
©LPGA

